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"The train jerks to a halt, and as I get out at Oxford Circus, Stewart gets out with me. We look at
each other, laugh, and make the standard remark about it being a small world. But this is the
brilliant collision, one train later and it might all have turned out differently."In this extraordinary
memoir, world-renowned guitarist Andy Summers provides a revealing and passionate account
of a life dedicated to music. From his first guitar at age thirteen and his early days on the English
music scene to the ascendancy of his band, the Police, Summers recounts his relationships and
encounters with the Big Roll Band, Jimi Hendrix, Eric Clapton, the Animals, John Belushi, and
others, all the while proving himself a master of telling detail and dramatic anecdote.But, of
course, the early work is only part of the story, and Andy's account of his role as guitarist for the
Police---a gig that was only confirmed by a chance encounter with drummer Stewart Copeland
on a London train---has been long-awaited by music fans worldwide. The heights of fame that
the Police achieved have rarely been duplicated, and the band's triumphs were rivaled only by
the personal chaos that such success brought about, an insight never lost on Summers in the
telling.Complete with never-before-published photos from Summers's personal collection, One
Train Later is a constantly surprising and poignant memoir, and the work of a world-class
musician and a first-class writer.
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out.…Forewordby The EdgeHow to become a rock star? Plug in and wait for inspiration. That
seems to have been the secret to Andy Summers’s success in the music business, or so it
would seem based on his autobiography.In the age of “pop idol,” when the order of the day is to
commodify yourself to success, this book will hopefully be a welcome counterbalance. Full of
anecdotes of near misses and false starts, the book’s overarching theme is of a man blown by
some supernatural wind along a road not of his choosing but of his calling: music, for better or
worse, his mistress, his seducer, his lifeline.And with every blind alley, every setback, there
comes the increasing sense that the journey is the most important thing.Starting, as his story
does, with his first experiments with skiffle, taking us through his involvement in the U.K. blues
explosion, and on into the high sixties of the Beatles and the Stones, no other apprenticeship
could possibly have prepared Andy for the world-dominating success of the Police, just one of
the bands that can claim him as a member, but the one that will surely be remembered by
history.It was during his time with the Police that I first met Andy. As a member of U2, then a
junior band about to open for them at their 1982 Gateshead Stadium gig, I was somewhat
intimidated by the sight of the three blond icons as they came bounding into the lobby of the
hotel where we had all gathered to await transport to the stadium. There was between Andy and
his bandmates, Sting and Stewart Copeland, this unmistakable sense of chemistry. They were
not just a great band, they were a real band.We had in fact opened for the Police once before—
across the Irish Sea in our homeland at the first ever outdoor concert at Slane Castle—but in
1981 such was the gulf between us that we never actually met.Time passed, and in 1986 by
some twist of fate U2 ended up playing at an Amnesty International “Conspiracy of Hope”
concert at New Jersey’s Giants Stadium with the Police after they had decided to call it a day. It
was a major occasion for many different reasons. I certainly will never forget the moment when
Andy handed me his guitar in front of the 65,000 capacity crowd at the end of the Police’s final
set, for U2 to play out the last song of the event. There was more than a little symbolism in that
handing over of instruments.That Andy absorbed the success of the Police, as he did all the
other ups and downs he experienced along the road, without losing a sense of himself, his
passion for, and his belief in the sacred and life-changing qualities of music is a testimony to the
purity of his motivation as a musician, songwriter, and artist. May we be lucky enough to see his
like again.BOOK ONEBRIDGEHAMPTON, AUGUST 18, 1983It’s over.I wake, my eyes fill with
morning light. The band—it’s over. Shea Stadium tonight; this is it. The soft dream voice confirms
with a knife-edge what I already know.Like a raft lashed together with anything at hand, we have
managed to float this far without disintegrating. With strange chemistry and fragile nexus, we
raised the flimsy sail of chance—and still we haven’t sunk. But this—the concert tonight—is the
signifier of a final destination, the abandoning of the craft. As the summer waves fall on the
beach in the close distance and fans in Police shirts and scarves and badges and armfuls of



vinyl records line up outside of Shea Stadium, I clasp my hands behind my head and stare at the
stuccoed ceiling.The facts: We have held the number one album spot on the Billboard charts for
four months without a break. We have had the number one single in the United States for eight
weeks. We are a phenomenon. We have countless number one records around the world. We
are a multimillion-dollar industry. We are three. All this— and yet it seems like only a flickering
five minutes ago that we were pushing a broken van back through the streets of London after a
gig we played to no one. Tonight we play out the fantasy of millions.This is the Cinderella
moment; the hands are close to midnight, the spoked sun wheeling out of the sky.I stare across
the room into the mirror over the mantel, where the early light creates a soft chiaroscuro. Sting
has been muttering about how this is the time to stop, to get off, to quit at the high point of the
curve. He has repeated this as if it is a fait accompli, but instead of negating this idea or working
out some slower form of dissolution or telling him to fuck off, I have murmured a sort of assent as
if it’s some kind of engaging concept, an interesting idea. But on the gut level it’s devastating. I
knew that this was inevitable, that it was always in the script; the question was when it would
surface. Is it possible to walk away from this poppy, this opiated success, this deadly nightshade
of stardom?I arrive onstage almost as an afterthought—oh yeah, now play. We are in a state of
siege, encircled twenty-four hours a day by lawyers, record companies, fans, and the yawning
maw of the press. From this elevation, with its weird brew of light and claustrophobia, you see
why the Beatles finally blew apart. We seem to be following the same route, with the saurian roar
of the media filling our ears, drowning out our beautiful songs.With my head full of this shadowed
subtext and the sunlit wave we are surfing, I swing my legs out from under the sheets. My feet
land on the floor to form a triangle with my torso.In a few days my baby daughter, Layla, will
arrive with her nanny to spend time with me, a joy and a sharp reminder of the pain that pricks
beneath all the shiny rock and roll. My beautiful wife, my best friend, my inamorata—Kate—has
gone. She divorced me two years ago, telling me to get on with it, she’d had enough. Now I am a
father only once in a while, and it hurts. Yawning and stretching, I cross the room, lean on the
mantelpiece, and look back at the rumpled bed. What a fucking cliche. I destroyed my marriage
for this, and what is this anyway? A Faustian pact? A union shredding as the singer conjures a
different future for himself.But tonight Sting, Stewart, and I are on the other side. This is the
apogee of our time together; with the words THE POLICE—SHEASTADIUM on a little paper
ticket, we are close to the stars, close to the golden sphere that casts a shadow.I look up into the
mirror and think, Get a grip, you wanker.… It’s only fucking pop music. I have to wake up, take a
shower, try to think about tonight.After the shower I feel slightly more awake but with a craving
for caffeine and the sense that I have lost something. The house is full of ghostly silence broken
only by the waves in the distance beating gently on the sand. We have been camped out in this
private mansion in the Hamptons for the past three weeks, using it as a base while we fly in a
private plane each day to stadiums on the East Coast.I go over to my black Samsonite, which
lies on the floor by the window, and pull out a T-shirt. My Telecaster is lying in the corner, bathed
in a patch of sunlight. The buttery rays strike the strings and from them streams an incandescent



glow, a lutescent aura, a Buddha smile from what might truly be called my most loyal friend.OneI
am born at the edge of the River Wyre in Lancashire, where my dad is stationed with the RAF in
the north of England. Housing is in short supply and he makes the purchase of a Gypsy caravan.
It is a romantic move, but one of necessity. My mother is known as Red; she is pregnant, and
works in a bomb factory alongside a gang of northern girls called the Fosgene Follies. One day,
in her ninth month, she becomes intoxicated by the fumes leaking from a faulty bomb and,
having contractions, is carried back to the field where she lives with my dad. I come into this
world a few hours later, and the queen of the Romany vagrants in the next field pays a visit to my
mother. She hands over a small piece of silver, six eggs, and a piece of white linen—all
traditional gifts intended to bring a propitious future. Sitting on the floor with a pack of tarot cards
and a meaningful look on her face, she looks up at the young flame-haired woman leaning back
into the pillow with her baby and begins shuffling the cards. But Red, with her attraction to the
occult still in place and me dangling from her nipple, struggles up and looks across
expectantly.Red gives up her job as a bomb packer, and as the war comes to an end my parents
return to the south of England and the beaches of Bournemouth, with their huge rusting
curlicues of barbed wire and lonely skeletal piers. I stand on the promenade, clutching my
mother’s hand as my dad explains to me through the biting wind that we have blown up the piers
to prevent the Germans from getting onto our shore. My five-year-old brain is filled with hordes of
helmeted men racing across the sand with thick stubby guns. Around the town are the ruins of
several buildings, destroyed after the Luftwaffe dropped their remaining bombs before heading
back over the Channel to Germany. What if one lands on your head? I wonder. Would you blow
up?Near our house on the outskirts of town is a large wooded area by the name of Haddon Hill.
Filled with oak, pine, beech, chestnut, and birch that spread for miles, it becomes the arena of
my childhood where other boys and I wrestle and fight in the dirt, throw stones at dogs, torture
cats, start fires, steal birds’ eggs, and piss on flowers. Sometimes we find old boxes of gas
masks and other wartime paraphernalia that have been guiltily dumped among the trees. We
instantly put these things on and race off into the elms and oaks, howling at the top of our lungs.
At the end of an afternoon with hours of ambush, screaming, and cruelty under our belts, we
return home. As the evening stars emerge and the lampposts in the street begin to create their
yellowish flare, we trail into our mothers’ kitchens looking like miniature versions of the home
guard. With our gas mask tubes bouncing on our puny chests and sensible sweaters, we look
upward to ask with a voice muffled by rubber tubing, “Can I have something to eat, Mum?”The
woods fill my imagination, because secretly I am a nature lover, something I don’t betray to the
other boys, and I become an expert on secret paths, trees with holes in them, owls’ nests,
places where you can find slow-worms and adders, the pale blue eggs of the chaffinch.I scrawl
weird signs in the dirt as if they contain hidden meaning, my keys to the whereabouts of a
rookery or a dump of used wartime supplies. I spend every minute I can in this place until I feel
as if I know every vein on every leaf, the knots in trees where rolling waves of beetles race from
under rotting logs and where the venom-filled adders lie in wait. The thick smell of



decomposition pervades my senses like a perfume, and under the low-piled clouds I kick my
way through dense leaves, used condoms, tea-colored ferns, and tossed Black Cat cigarette
packs, wearing a vivid blue cloak because I am Captain Marvel. I find a fragment of a letter in the
ferns, but all I can make out in the rain-smeared writing are the words Mike, it’s been too long.
And I become obsessed with a man called Mike. Who is he? Who wrote this letter?Where are
they now? What happened? I stand at the local bus shelter with sheets of rain obscuring
everything and stare at women in the queue, wondering if one of them is the one who wrote
those words.Between the ages of seven and twelve the overpowering sense of nature makes me
feel drunk, and in a future filled with electricity, lights, and loud music, it will linger like a
sanctifying echo, a chord I used to know. After my mother switches out the lights I sit in bed with
the Dr. Doolittle books and read by holding back the curtain, which lets in the flickering light of
the lamppost from the street below. Inspired by his adventures, I begin collecting birds’ eggs,
lizard skins, flowers, grasses, and weirdly shaped rocks. I make careful notes about these
objects and look them up in my Observer’s books. I fancy myself as Doolittle junior, a son of
nature strolling through long grass with a pipe in my mouth. I pore over books about plants and
animals and take to making long lists of names, which I give dimension by gluing lizard skin, bird
feathers, and dead flowers onto pieces of cardboard until my bedroom becomes a personal
museum and acquires a slightly strange smell.As I pull myself closer and closer to these things
both living and dead, the world—in my nascent imagination—becomes alive and vivid. Now, as if
for the first time, I see it teeming with natural events, a connection between all things, a web, the
underlying soul. Animus mundi.A tragic moment occurs at the age of nine, when discarding
Marvel’s blue cape, I move into a Lash LaRue phase. Lash is a popular Western hero and
features in a popular comic I read from cover to cover every week. In every story he escapes dire
situations through his incredible ability with a bullwhip or his lash—hence the moniker. An
inspiring figure, Lash dresses in black from head to toe, with a black eye mask and a broad stiff-
rimmed black hat. With his whip and mask, he is the perfect embodiment of some kind of
homoerotic fantasy that I am too young to comprehend.Close to our house there is an apple
orchard that contains a working beehive. Clothed in anything black I can find, and with my whip
in hand, I decide one afternoon to see if I can emulate my hero by snaring the hive and pulling it
to the ground. I creep through the long sun-dappled grass to spy on my target. Hiding behind a
tree full of Granny Smiths, I calculate carefully. And then, raising the whip over my head like a
king cobra, I strike and yell in triumph as the whip coils itself into a tight circle around the buzzing
cone. I give it a strong tug and it crashes down, releasing about fifty million venomous and
pissed-off bees that rise like a thick black cloud. I drop the whip and run like a man on fire, but
they are faster and I am stung, pierced, and penetrated in every available piece of exposed flesh
and through my lash outfit until I reach home, sobbing and panting with a face like a swollen
river. “Mum!” I scream. “I’ve been stung! I’ve been stung!”Stuck at home, the only diversions
being reading or listening to the radio, I become a fan of a show that thrills me and many of my
friends at school. It’s called Journey into Space and has four protagonists: Jet, Lemmy, Mitch,



and Doc. It’s a serial that’s on every Tuesday night at eight o’clock. Heralded by the dramatic
fanfare of a rocket blasting into space, a masculine voice intones the program title and we pick
up from where we left off last week. Usually the heroes are having a problem such as a control
malfunction as they attempt to travel to the moon, and we crouch on the floor in front of the coal
fire listening bug-eyed as our heroes grapple with martians, alien monsters, or a failed retro-
rocket. As the show comes to an end my mum is standing there with a mug of Horlicks, telling
me to get up the apples and pears. Stoned on the last half hour of space, stars, and planets, I
stare at her in incomprehension. But I climb the stairs, calling out good night, and slide into bed
to follow the adventures of Dan Dare and the Mekon in the Eagle, the yellowing flare of the
streetlight through the crack in the curtains giving just enough light to ruin my eyes.From time to
time in the dream of life that spins from four to eleven years of age, there are points of gold—
moments of completeness—the happiest of these times being when my parents take me to the
cinema to see the latest film.In the hours before the event—going to the pictures—there is
always a sense of excitement in the house. My father disappears to fill the car with petrol while
my mother rattles around in the kitchen to see that we have dinner before we leave. The phrase
“What time does the big picture start?” becomes a mantra in our family. Finally we close the front
door behind us. My mother squeezes into the car next to me, a cloud of perfume powder and
makeup; my dad turns the ignition; and we lurch away from the wet curb toward the Moderne
cinema. The tight confines of the car and the intoxicating haze of perfume combine with the
leather seats and the smell of petrol to make the drive a voluptuous and sacred ritual.Along with
this heavenly bouquet comes my craving for chocolate. The dark brown stuff fills my head like a
dark sea of unending pleasure, and as we pass through rain-filled streets with my dad cursing
the faulty heater and wiping his hand across a befogged windscreen, I fantasizx about it, dream
of it, and plan to have so much of it one day that I will laugh out loud as I eat myself into a
chocoholic coma.But life for many young couples in postwar Britain is difficult and my parents
have problems. “It’s so hard to make ends meet,” my mother will often say, as she washes
another dish or darns another sock, and my dad never seems to be home because he is always
working. A huge row between them one day ends in the kitchen with my mother sobbing and me
on the floor with my arms around her legs, screaming, “Please don’t cry, Mummy, please don’t
cry.” The tension of trying to survive has an eroding effect on their marriage, and it breaks down.
My younger brother and I are put into an orphanage for six months. We never see our mother,
but Dad visits us on the weekends. We live with other kids in the top room of a farmhouse
building, where we sleep in two-tier bunks and ridicule one another with cruel remarks. My bunk
lies near a window and through it I can see across several fields to a river in the distance, and as
the stars climb into the sky I fall asleep with these rivers and meadows in my mind like a map to
a beautiful place and I wonder if my mum will be there. One day Dad comes to collect us, telling
us that she is back from the hospital and that it is time to go home. My brother and I ask him
about the hospital, but he is vague and just mutters something about an operation. An hour later
we are back in our own house with our own mother, who weeps and hugs us, and then we get on



with teatime as if nothing had happened.Through the bright and shadowed years of childhood
the pop songs of the time—“Twenty Tiny Fingers (Twenty Tiny Toes),” “You’re a Pink Tooth Brush,
I’m a Blue Tooth Brush,” or “How Much Is That Doggie in the Window”—fill my head like a tinny
pink-colored soundtrack: the optimism of a world now under the shadow of the bomb. As if in
some premonitory act, I lie in bed giving imaginary solo concerts by making twanging guitar
sounds with my mouth, although I have never seen a real guitar.Eventually my mother insists
that I take piano lessons, and a small upright is purchased for the front room, where she sits at
my side each night making sure that I go through my scales and five-finger exercises.Every
Thursday evening around five I walk down the avenue to the house of Mrs. Thorne, the local
piano teacher, who is supposed to be good if a little eccentric. “Practice, Andrew—practice,” my
mum says, and I drag myself to the lesson, filled with a deep desire to take off into the woods at
the end of the street and chuck my spear at something. Mrs. Thorne—a throwback to Victorian
England—wears small wire-rimmed glasses and has her hair cut like an English schoolgirl with a
clip in it; and to round it off, she wears long pink bloomers whose edges always poke out
beneath the hemline of her skirts. She has a permanent cold—or so it appears—because she is
forever sniffing and extracting a white hankie from her bloomers, blowing into it, and then stuffing
it back into place. This act always faintly disgusts me— I imagine a line of transparent snot like a
snail trail up her leg.I play children’s exercises and an odd assortment of simple pieces. The
highlight, and usually the grand finale of the lesson, comes when we play a duet on the song
“Wonderful Wonderful Copenhagen.” I actually love this tune and don’t mind playing it with the
old dear because I’ve seen the film, which stars Danny Kaye, and adore it. So I go at it with
considerable gusto and not much finesse because it is on this one song that I feel I can actually
play the piano; knowing this, she always saves it for the end of the lesson so that I can go home
feeling less dour about the whole thing.The room we play in reeks of mothballs and is filled with
overstuffed armchairs and pictures of dogs; on the piano is a framed color photo of the queen.
There is a rumor on the street that Mrs. Thorne has actually composed music for the coronation.
This is impressive, and we all vaguely wonder what she’s doing in our part of the world, seeing
as how she has written music for royalty.Mrs. Thome’s husband, who is a conductor for the
Hants and Dorset bus line, skulks about in the background. He is a short, stubby man with dark
greasy hair, a unibrow, and very thick glasses that look like the ends of a couple of beer
bottles.One lovely summer evening as I am shutting the front door after the lesson and about to
walk home, Mr. Thorne appears on the path beside me. At first I think it is the garden gnome
come to life but then realize it is the bus conductor. He smiles at me through stained English
teeth and says, “Come with me, I want to show you something.” Innocent as the first day of
spring, I skip down the path behind him in the direction of the potting shed at the bottom of the
garden.The shed, with its pots, tools, bags of fertilizer, and smell of earth, is typical of the
English garden. Dark and claustrophobic, it is the perfect spot for an Agatha Christie murder.
Maybe Mr. Thorne will show me some comics or a train set, I think, but after a little preamble of
showing me the serrated edge of a hacksaw, he produces a large leather belt and asks me to



whip him. “Whip you?” I say, my cornflower eyes wide and innocent as Bambi’s. “Why?” He
stares at me through his beer-bottle lenses and grunts something about deserving it and come
on, be a good boy. I notice that his face is flushed, I don’t understand it, but I also can’t see
anything wrong with it if that’s what he wants. Mr. Thorne bends over the bench and asks me
again with a small sob in his voice to give it to him. So with a puzzled idea in my head and a
momentary glimpse of Lash LaRue, I let him have it. He tells me to do it harder, so I oblige,
giving him a good half a dozen strokes, feeling like Captain Bluebeard in the process. Then he
thanks me and I trot off home, dragging my hand through the hedges at the side of the road and
whistling the Danny Kaye song and looking forward to beans on toast. The event recedes like a
summer tide; I don’t say anything to my parents or consider that I might put a man away for life
but continue happily on thumping away at “Wonderful Wonderful
Copenhagen.”BRIDGEHAMPTON, AUGUST 18, 1983I pull on a pair of shorts and head down to
the kitchen. The house is still quiet; I realize that for some odd reason I am up before everyone
else. The kitchen in the mansion is a vast, complicated affair with massive refrigerators and
freezers unlike anything you would see in an English house, and I wonder if it is going to be
possible to make coffee. But miraculously some gentle Maria has prepared the way and there in
a gleaming new coffeepot is the lifesaving Java, ready to kick-start the flesh robot.I pour out a
large mug and then search around for a spoon to stir the milk. Spoon—spoon, where are you
hiding? I grunt and tug open a recalcitrant drawer to see if there is any sign of the implement in
this labyrinth of kitchenware—surely it’s somewhere. I see that beneath the gleaming silver
cutlery the drawer is lined with a red-and-white-checked material, like my mum had, and I see a
small boy walking into his mother’s kitchen wearing a gas mask and asking for bread and butter
and his mother with her copper hair in a bun wiping the suds from her arms. Ignoring the beastly
visage and staring out the high window at the mass of clouds piling up over the green fields, she
replies, “You know where it is, dear…”I wake up from my reverie and take a large gulp of coffee.
I’m hungry, but everything is behind cupboard doors and it’s too early yet for the professional
help. I cross the kitchen and start opening doors in the quest for food. Finding a large tin, I pull
the lid off. It is packed with Danish pastries, all individually wrapped in plastic. Perfect. I fancy a
sugar rush. I take one over to the table and begin taking off the plastic. There is a picture of the
Little Mermaid on the front and an inscription that reads, “Anderson, the Best of Denmark,” and
as I bite into the soft dough a melody like a siren call floats into my brain: “Wonderful Wonderful
Copenhagen.”Nursing my coffee and feeling like an extra from The Night of the Living Dead, I
walk into the lounge. The owner keeps a small baby grand in this room, and we all plunk away on
it at different times. I stick my coffee mug on a piece of sheet music on top of the piano and
twiddle at a few high notes. I play fragments of “Take Five” by Dave Brubeck and then try to turn
it into “Straight, No Chaser” by Monk and then into a series of descending thirteenth chords from
Duke Ellington. Anytime I play this progression it takes me back to the dusty and noisy assembly
hall at Summerbee, when I was eleven years old.One day we are all gathered in the school hail
for something or other and Mr. Furneaux, our music teacher, is idly playing a beautiful sequence



of harmonies on the piano unlike anything I’ve ever heard him play before. It hits me right in the
solar plexus and wakes me as if from a dream, and like a moth to the flame I go over to ask what
it is that he is playing. “ ’Sophisticated Lady’ by Duke Ellington,” he answers without lifting his
fingers from the keyboard. Neither name means much to me, but the chord progression creates
a strange new excitement in my gut. I don’t understand it—but whatever it is, I am hooked and
want more.Mr. Furneaux is a short, bald-headed man who wears tweed jackets and always has
a pipe sticking up out of his breast pocket like a flag waving a truce at the oncoming horde.
Classes with him are scenes of madness as he tries desperately to get us—a mob of rowdy little
shits—to sing songs like “English Country Garden” or some other piece of Victoriana like
“Nymphs and Shepherds,” on which we are supposed to sing descant parts but which the whole
class deliberately sings off-key so that it sounds like a roomful of rabid dogs. I actually feel some
pain for Mr. Furneaux during this mayhem because somehow, in a way I can’t articulate, I want to
make music.At age eleven I begin listening to the AFN radio station, which plays American jazz.
One day Mr. Furneaux—who now regards me somewhat differently, maybe as an island in a sea
of lunacy—asks me to stand up in class and talk about my interest in jazz as an example to the
other miscreants (at least when it comes to music). I actually like this, and drop the names of
Django Reinhardt, Radio Luxembourg, and Ellington with a bigheaded teacher’s-pet smugness.
After I sit down, Mr. Furneaux makes a couple of remarks to the class that maybe some of them
could take a leaf from my book and take a genuine interest in music. I feel rather pleased with
myself but also slightly apprehensive, knowing that I will probably get a kicking from the heavies
after class. My best bet to avoid the pain is to be first out the door and piss off down the corridor
before they get their hands on me, and surreptitiously I slide over a couple of desks.Though the
spiritual side of life slowly fills with music, the words of the Holy Bible fall on stony ground.
Classes in religious instruction are anarchy beyond even the twisted behavior of the music class.
Our teacher is Miss Jones, a minute Welsh lady with periwinkle blue eyes and hair tied up in a
bun. Her entering the classroom is the signal for the ructions that start with a loud simulated fart,
followed by a long period of people gasping for breath, choking, opening and shutting windows,
lying on the floor and asking for first aid, etc. During this profane moment poor Miss Jones
stands very still and fixes her eyes on some distant horizon as if seeing the fabled green hill
itself; remarkably, after a while the very weirdness of her trancelike presence stills us. She then
asks us in a very quiet voice to open our books to a Bible story, and once again the class erupts
into hooligan antics and loud boos with off-color remarks about Jesus stabbing at the air. At this
delinquent point Miss Jones goes down on her knees in the center of the classroom and begins
to pray, but this doesn’t help; in fact, if anything, it increases the violence in the classroom. The
poor woman now rushes out of the room and to the headmaster’s office and returns with him to a
classroom that now is as quiet as a church, with the students’ heads bent in diligent reverence
over their books.Once a year a physical fitness display is organized for the parents, to show the
progenitors of the mob that when the fruit of their loins aren’t actually in the bogs smoking or
having a punch-up, they are being kept in good enough condition to go on to a life of



meaningless labor in England’s green and pleasant land. This display involves testicle-
threatening handsprings over wooden horses and rapid climbing of ropes, which always causes
an erection to rise cheerfully in one’s skimpy shorts.And then there are the dreaded boxing
matches. Being an innate coward, I normally avoid anything to do with punching, but one year to
my horror I am chosen to fight not one but two other kids, Smith and Evans. Smith is actually
smaller and runtier than I am, so I breathe a sigh of relief when I hear his name; but Evans is a
mean little Welsh boy who already has a reputation on the playground for a vicious fighting style,
and at the thought of it I’m ready to crap in my pants.On the night of the fight I go into the ring
against Smith first, and it’s like slapping a baby. I just slug the poor little sod senseless and then
feel really terrible about it as he thanks me for the fight with his nose spurting blood and his eye
closing up, and I mumble something about better luck next time. Evans is next, and now buoyed
by the death blows I have just dealt, I feel confident that I can take the Welsh boy. Wrong—dead
wrong.Evans shoots out from his corner like a dog with its tail on fire and smacks me straight in
the mouth. I reel back, my eyes filling with salt and my face stinging. I stagger after him as he
nimbly bounces away, bobbing and weaving in front of me with a taunting look on his face.
Bastard, I have to hit him; in fact, I want to kill him. But I can’t get near him as he twirls past me
like a marionette and slugs my right ear, which explodes like a meteor shower. My arms flail like
a windmill in empty space, and I sob in frustration—he simply isn’t there. Punches rain down on
me like winter hailstones, pain and humiliation flood my soul, jeering laughter fills my head. It’s
endless, and I have wild thoughts of the priesthood—anything, anywhere, that is peaceful and
away from this incessant hellish pounding.A bell rings off in some distant place and I think it
might be a nice old church bell or something, but it is the chime that signifies Evans’s smirking
and beastly triumph over me. I crawl from the ring like a whipped dog and a strong sense of the
audience’s schadenfreude. After the beating I limp home with some friends. Do I perceive hints
of pity? Do I see faint smiles? We talk casually about giving Evans a collective bashing, but in
the end we do nothing about it, probably because we think he could take the lot of us.As
members of the academic stream, we are privileged to receive a somewhat different style of
teaching than the moron scum in the forms below us. English literature, for example, in its
relaxed and conversational style, is run like a club for insiders. Our teacher, Miss James—an
oasis of sanity and reason in a school that seems to be filled with psychotic, deranged, and
sexually perverse teachers—is about seventy years old, dresses in tweed suits, covers her hair
with a net, and speaks to us in the plummy tones of the aristocracy. I find her considerable
enthusiasm for literature and the English language contagious, and whatever assignments she
sets us are a pleasure rather than dull homework. A real teacher like Miss James is an
accomplice as you discover parts of yourself at an early age, and although I am already a
committed reader, this dear old lady stokes the fire.We voyage through the plots of Jude the
Obscure, The Mayor of Caster-bridge, Far from the Madding Crowd, and Tess of the D
’Urbervilles, all of which have a resonance since they are written by Thomas Hardy, who might
be termed a local. The pessimism of these books doesn’t put me off. Enthralled by characters



like Jude, Michael Henchard, and Sue Bridehead, and by the fragility of their relationships, I
begin waking up to what appears to me a view of the world that is real. My mother also loves
Hardy and has read all the novels, and suddenly we are able to talk about something that seems
light-years from childhood. A few miles away the green hills of Dorset—the setting for Hardy’s
stories—take on a new significance. We study other literature with Miss James, but it is the
tragedy of Jude, the travails of Michael Henchard, the adventures of Tess and Sergeant Troy that
get me, come in like a dark knot and never leave.To get to school, I have to trudge for two miles
through a shady wood that seems to hold about two hundred homosexual men on a daily basis.
In these benighted days in Britain the love that dare not speak its name is still deeply in the
closet and regarded as a crime against nature. The term gay still means happy, carefree spirits
and crinoline doilies a la Jane Austen, not yet the perfectly greased six-packs, San Francisco
bathhouses, Zapata mustaches, and flashing muscle. If you are gay at this time, you are queer
or ginger or nancy or a turd burglar, and you had better keep your identity hidden or risk not only
being ostracized from “decent” society but also a prison term to boot, and many a day in yonder
wood do I see a pink upraised willy twirling at me from behind a stout oak. They are usually pale
middle-aged men who look lonely and no doubt will run like a frightened rabbit if challenged.
Sometimes they trail behind us in the distance, dodging behind bushes and trying to work up the
courage to unleash their spinnakers into the fresh spring air.Each morning between eight-thirty
and nine the entire school joins together in the assembly hall. We hear remarks about the
supposed progress of the school, followed by a short Bible reading, and then we sing a couple
of hymns before trudging off to our various classes. In the fifth form we stand in a shabby line at
the back of the hall. We hate the hymn-singing part of assembly, and just as we did with Mr.
Furneaux, deliberately sing as off-key as possible, pissing ourselves while doing so. It’s a
cacophonous racket and we do it as a matter of habit, thinking that no one can detect where it’s
coming from. One morning after the headmaster, a miserable old bastard named Mr. Legg, has
advised us all to “hitch our wagon to a star,” I for some reason get called up to the stage where I
stand while the last hymn is sung. With the strains of “Jerusalem” echoing around the hall, I am
filled with abject horror as I hear the caterwauling coming from the back row where I normally
stand. It is loud, clear, awful, and desperately obvious who the culprits—my mates—are; I cringe
and gain a new respect for the teachers who either have an excellent sense of humor or are tone-
deaf.A couple of months after my twelfth birthday, I am at the front of a line of kids waiting to go
into class. Everyone is pushing and shoving and being stupid until suddenly the line surges and I
get pushed through the door, which is made of glass. I push out my arms to save myself but go
straight through the glass, shattering it in all directions. I hit the ground with blood pumping at
warp speed from my right hand, all of its fingers now slashed open. I scream and scream, cry out
for my mother, and eventually get raced off to the emergency ward, where everything is sewn
back together and I live—but for the rest of my life with a right hand full of scarred
fingers.Somewhere in the middle of these chaotic days of inky pages and military-style school
thrashings, I get the faint idea that I have a thing for music, an ear for it maybe, but no way in



which to express it other than enthusiastic talk and humming the day’s idiotic songs—the piano
lessons now having faded because of my getting a pair of roller skates. But shortly after my
thirteenth birthday things change when I am given a guitar by my uncle Jim.Jim has recently
returned to England after years of living in Africa. Because of his exploits he has a somewhat
legendary status in our family, having lived with actual Africans, shot at lions, and been down the
diamond mines. When I was six he sent me a present of a book called The Man-Eaters of Tsavo,
a story of some wild lions that attack a camp in Kenya. Thrilled by the vision of flesh being ripped
by wild cats, I love it and wonder if Uncle Jim has ever seen one, a lion.One day he comes over
and says, “Come ’ere a minute, I’ve got something for you.” He stares down at me, his face
brown and furrowed by years under the African sun, and from a battered case he pulls out an old
and beaten Spanish guitar and says, “What do you think about this—I had it in Africa—would
you like it?” My heart almost stops because to me it is complicated and exotic—a fabulous
machine. He passes it to me and I feel a rush of blood as I whisper, “Thank you, Uncle,” and
carry it into my bedroom as if trying not to drop an egg. Scratched and dented with a string
missing, it isn’t much of an instrument, but I love it instantly and sit on the edge of the bed with it
cradled in my arms, holding it in the position that I have seen used by guitarists on TV. I study it
and gaze at its dents and scratches, its evidence of a long life, and wonder how many songs
have been played on it, where it’s been. It is an immediate bond, and possibly in that moment
there is a shift in the universe because this is the moment, the point from which my life unfolds. I
strike the remaining strings, which make a sound like slack elastic. It’s horribly out of tune and I
don’t know even the simplest chord, but to me it is the sound of love.It may be the sound of love,
but with no idea of how to tune it and even less idea of how to play it, I don’t know how to put one
foot or finger in front of another. But Providence is at hand in the shape of a six-foot-seven ex-
RAF serviceman by the name of David Ellis, a lodger my parents have recently taken into the
house. We call him Cloudy because he literally towers over the rest of us, and we like to ask him
how the weather is up there, but he’s a genial personality and luckily for me a musician: a pianist.
He immediately sees my plight and remedies the situation by returning one day with a new set of
strings and a chord book with instructions on how to tune the guitar.I watch, fascinated, as he
wrestles the strings onto the guitar and proceeds to tune it to the family piano. He then hands me
the guitar and asks me to try out a D7 chord as shown on page one of the book, a simple
triangle shape. With the guitar now in tune, the chord comes out sounding like heaven and I
laugh in amazement as if I have received a surprise kiss at a party. I try some of the other
shapes, like E, A, and B7. At first it’s slow and painful—this being the last moment in my life
when my fingers will be without calluses—but I become obsessed and manfully struggle on into
the night as the guitar gradually detunes itself and slides from the sound of an angel’s harp to
the moan of hell. Cloudy comes to the rescue and brings the strings up to pitch again. We go on
like this for a couple of weeks until I slowly get my fingers around the open-position chords and
learn to tune to the piano. I’m shaky and nervous but, taking a deep breath, decide to make an
appearance at school with my guitar.A few years earlier you would never have seen something



as exotic as a guitar, but now it’s beginning to establish its iconic presence as the trenchant
symbol of youth. I notice a few other kids in the playground showing off to small groups during
the morning or afternoon break and I start by joining these little throngs and looking over
shoulders at the hands of the other boys as they form strange little triangles and parallelograms
on the necks of their guitars. After school as I stumble home through the woods past the familiar
trees, rotting logs, and spirals of pussy willow, I try to memorize these configurations, holding my
left hand in the air, fingers clustered in three points against the dark wet greenness.At first I am
shy because I now have a new identity and have to grow into it like a new skin. I expect a certain
amount of snideness from the playground yobs, but because I have given myself time to get at
least the first few chords down, it goes smoothly, with a minimum of jeering, and I become one of
the kids with a guitar. The instrument is a badge of power: it makes me different and also helps
me overcome feelings of physical inadequacy that I have in comparison to some of the tall blond
superathletes who seem to abound in my form. I pick up more chords from other kids who have
been playing longer than me, for at this time there is no other way to learn—no videos, no DVDs,
no CD-ROMs, few books. You get information—chord by chord—only if another kid takes pity on
you, so I get it wherever I can and practice into the night.I begin taking the guitar to school
almost every day, slogging through the woods weighed down by the satchel on my back and the
guitar in my hand. I am a fanatic now, and if I don’t have it with me at school, I race home at night
to get back on it. One of the first side effects I notice is that it attracts girls. The guitar, like the
gun, sticks out from the body phallic and hard; even in the pubescent stage of consciousness,
the boy with the guitar— unless he is impossibly ugly—becomes a more sexually desirable
being, has the aura of a gunslinger.Those of us who play the guitar in school tend to group
together, and it’s not long before we are strumming away in the front rooms of various mums’
and dads’ houses. Five of us decide to call ourselves the Midnighters, although none of us has
ever been allowed to stay up past eleven. We fancy ourselves a skiffle group. Skiffle is a new
movement and a new word that has recently entered the English vocabulary with the emergence
of Lonnie Donegan, a former singer with the Chris Barber Jazz Band. Lonnie is very popular with
his guitar and vocal style. He sings songs like “Rock Island Line” and “John Henry,” and skiffle
seems like a music that even we lowly schoolboys might achieve.Mostly we just have guitars, but
one day Graham White, our number three guitarist, brings along a tea chest bass. A primitive
musical device made out of a box with a broom handle sticking out of it, a string is attached
between the box and the handle so that when plucked, it gives a thudding atonal boom.
Graham’s homemade bass is bigger than he is, and after various sarcastic suggestions that
maybe he should stand on it rather than play it, he gives up and uses it as a hutch for his pet
rabbit, Sneaky. Another poor sod suggests that he play piano along with our strumming guitars,
but that idea is greeted with hoots of derision: we are men with guitars, skifflers, and we stare
with a steely-eyed gaze down railroad tracks that disappear into infinity.Our repertoire is limited
but we learn American folk songs like “Midnight Special,” “John Henry,” “Worried Man Blues,” and
“Tom Dooley,” all of which we play with a grim enthusiasm as if battling our way out of hell. There



is no concept of parts or dynamics other than just banging away like maniacs at E, A, and B7,
and we probably resemble a bad Salvation Army band or an outtake of the Shaggs. The song
lyrics are all about trains driving across the Deep South on errant time schedules and men who
drive steel into the Missouri dirt or “wimin who dun me wrong,” and the lace curtains and
overstuffed couches of Graham White’s mum are assaulted with the gut-bucket feeling of black
poverty squawked out by spotty-faced boys whose balls haven’t dropped yet.My guitarist profile
takes a sharp turn upward when I not only get the leading role in the school Christmas play but
then reappear afterward onstage to sing “Tom Dooley” and “Worried Man Blues” with our skiffle
group. When I finish there’s an audible gasp from the audience, but whether it’s in disbelief at the
gross ineptitude of the performance or the ghastly Americanized row that has sullied the
assembly hall, one will never know. But the result is that my status at school goes up several
notches, and from this moment on I often have a small group of girls trailing behind me through
the woods as I walk home. This is followed in the evenings by anonymous giggling phone calls.
My career as a rock star has begun.My friends are now mostly other boys who have guitars, and
I start to spend a lot of time with a kid named Eddie Evans because, older than I, he knows
about players like Merle Travis, Chet Atkins, and Buddy Holly and he has records I have never
seen or heard before. He plays me “Saturday Night Shuffle” by Merle Travis, and it knocks me to
the floor. I have never heard playing like this before, with two parts going at once, and I am
fascinated. Eddie has some EPs and we sit on the linoleum floor of his bedroom,leaning against
his bed, guitars in position with a couple of Woodbines dangling from our lips, the windows open
so his mum won’t notice the smell. Eddie has a slight clue about how it’s done, something about
playing on the bass string at the same time as you play the melody on the treble strings. It’s
bloody difficult, and as we listen to the record above the din of the trolley buses that go droning
by his mum’s upstairs flat, Merle’s fingerpicking pierces the blue smoke of our Woodies like a
shamanistic spell.“Peggy Sue” is a lot easier. I get it quickly and we strum through it a couple of
hundred times with great enthusiasm until Eddie’s mum starts banging on the wall with a broom
and yells out that it’s setting the parrot off and she can’t hear the telly. Chastened, because we
think we sound so great, we turn to another Buddy Holly item: the opening lick to “That’ll Be the
Day.” A thing of beauty, this lick in the key of E major starts on an A on the third string,
immediately slurs to a b flat note, which is then played as a triplet across the open B natural and
E strings and then descends on down and into the open E major chord. This is pure rock-and-roll
genius, a stunning piece of guitar devised by someone who is probably only seven or eight years
older than we are.To our thirteen-year-old minds almost everything about the guitar seems to
come from or be over there, in America, at least everything we are interested in. All the best
guitars are American, all the great players and the styles: rock and roll, jazz, and country music.
We don’t have a Buddy Holly, an Eddie Cochran, a Gene Vincent; we live in rural England, and
the USA might as well be another planet, to go there would be like trying to book a flight to the
moon. The guitar and its players appear to us as if shrouded in a heavenly mist; we are utterly
seduced by the glamour of the photographs on the sleeves of LPs that we stare at in the racks of



the local record stores. The faces in these black-and-white photographs stare back at us from
under greased and coiffed hair and turned-up collars as if to say, “Hey, baby, wanna little rock
and roll?” We do, and it never occurs to us for an instant that they are human beings struggling
with drugs, broken marriages, and lousy managers—for to us they are gods. We gaze at their
glossy images, the glint in their eye as if they know something we don’t, and hear them call with
the scream of the blues, rock and roll, bent strings, and a yeah baby yeah that is about a million
miles from a tea dance at the Bournemouth Pavilion.As I get back on the twenty-nine bus to go
home at the end of the afternoon, my head is swimming with guitar licks. I wanted to stay at
Eddie’s and play on through the night, but it’s getting late; I have homework and my mum will be
getting anxious. The conductor arrives at my seat and asks me where to. “Nashville,” I reply
dreamily, staring out the window into the rainy English night and the sputtering neon of Brown’s
fish-and-chip shop.Sometimes I go over to Carl Hollings’s house. Carl is an Elvis fan, and that is
the only music he will play or listen to, anyone who doesn’t like Presley getting a bloody nose for
lack of respect. I prefer to stay on Carl’s good side, and we sprawl on a fake fur rug in front of his
mum’s imitation coal fire—which features actual flickering flames—and croak along with the El,
singing “Teddy Bear” or “Heartbreak Hotel.” Other times, in a more pensive mood or depressed
by homework, we get serious and play his EP Peace in the Valley, El’s spiritual side coming
through in the old-style hymns he sings with such sincerity. When we’re not listening to the King,
Carl and I sometimes go into the town center and try to nick sweets from Woolworth’s while we
hum along with Neil Sedaka in the background singing “Oh Carol.”There’s a boy a year ahead of
me named Peter Jones who some of the kids say is the best guitar player in school. He has this
reputation because apparently he can play the intro to “Move It,” which is a hit by Cliff Richard
and the Shadows, but he won’t show it to anybody, so I get friendly with him with the ulterior
motive of capturing this lick. We get chummy and one afternoon after school he invites me to his
house to have a session in his mum’s front room. We play for half an hour, strumming along in
unison on the simple chords that we know, and then I ask him if by any chance he knows the
intro to “Move It.” Oh yeah, comes the nonchalant and unsuspecting reply.He quickly rips it out, a
very simple double stopping in fourths on the E and B strings ending on the E major chord. It’s a
knockout, this simple lick that seems to contain everything for which I lust: the blues, sex,
glamour, electric guitar, and the far-off shores of America. But casually, as if I already vaguely
know it, I say, “Oh, I get it, yeah—now I remember,” for now that I have seen it, I possess it, and a
new guitar door opens with the light of heaven pouring through.With this lick under my fingers, it
seems like a godlike coincidence when it’s announced that they—Cliff Richard and the Shadows
—are coming to town. All of us aspiring young guitarists go because Cliff and his group are
about the nearest thing we have in England to Elvis or anything from the United States. They are
on at the Winter Gardens, where previously I have been only on school outings to hear Sir
Charles Groves conduct the Bournemouth Symphony Orchestra. The show, about an hour and a
half in duration, is divided into two parts, with an intermission halfway through so that the
proprietors can flog ice cream, chocolate, and orangeade. During the first half, naturally enough,



the guitarist wannabes in the audience never take their eyes off of Hank Marvin with his red
Stratocaster. Hank is already a guitar hero, although that phrase hasn’t yet been coined. Black
horn-rimmed glasses a la Buddy Holly make him cool, an interesting prototype nerd and the
perfect nonthreatening foil to Cliff, who is a good-looking Elvis clone. We all think that Hank is a
great guitarist, and to a man we all want to be him. But he’s a long way in front of us, and the
Shadows are already having hits on their own with instrumental pieces like “Apache.” They play a
pleasant English variant of surf music, pretty melodies played with a nice, clean twangy sound,
like Dick Dale or the Ventures, but somehow lacking the grit of the original. Another thing about
the Shadows that impresses us all is a little dance step they have worked out when backing Cliff.
It’s a neat backward two-step that makes a circle and can be repeated infinitely. Of course, we all
ape it and try it when we practice; sometimes we even practice it with tennis rackets or a cricket
bat, and it still looks cool.During the intermission we pile out of the theater for a breather, and I
separate myself from the mob for a moment to cogitate on what Hank is doing up there. I wander
toward the back of the theater, and to my amazement standing there like Zeus is the man
himself. “Hank, my G-G-God,” I stutter, and I scream out, “H-a-a-a-a-n-k,” and propel myself
toward the skinny guitarist like an F-16. What Hank sees coming toward him is hard to be sure
of, but while it is actually a slight fourteen-year-old with an ear-to-ear grin, I think for Hank the
boy has morphed into a thousand-pound rhino or the Incredible Hulk because a look of cold
white terror passes across the lead guitarist’s face and he takes off like a reebok.I zoom after
him like a heat-seeking missile, the word autograph strobing across my brain like a red alert.
Hank tears down into Bournemouth Square, shoots around it and back again toward the Winter
Gardens. It’s peculiar, to say the least, because it’s only the two of us running, there are no other
fans in sight, just the two of us, a bespectacled guitarist being pursued by a small boy at full tilt
past bus stops, queues of bored-looking people, the upper pleasure gardens, and various
assorted litter bins stuffed with ice-cream wrappers, old newspapers, cigarette stubs, and the
shit of seagulls. Hank runs and I run. It becomes dreamlike, a film in slow motion—the world falls
away, and I am pursuing not only Hank Marvin but the guitar itself, which seems far away and
suspended in amber.“Hank,” I yell—my voice blending with the screech of the overhead gulls
that wheel above us like rats with wings—“pleeeeeeeease.” We shoot back toward the theater
and my hero finally pulls over near a large rhododendron bush, panting like a racehorse at the
end of eight furlongs. “Oh, alright,” he gasps. I proffer my grubby little program, and Hank smiles
in a dazed way and scribbles his name. I thank him, and he disappears back into the theater.
Several years later when I sit down in a music shop in the West End with Hank one afternoon
and exchange pleasantries, somehow I don’t have the heart to mention our Keystone Kops
chase a few years earlier, as it might have sullied the moment when I finally met one of my
heroes on not quite, but almost, equal terms.TwoBRIDGEHAMPTON, AUGUST 18, 1983I get up
from the piano and stretch—what bloody time is it anyway? I remember that there is a clock in
the hallway and I go to discover with a nasty jolt that it’s barely nine A.M. This is horribly early; I
don’t have to be at the gig for fifteen hours, but it’s only fucking Shea Stadium tonight (only the



biggest gig) and I have to go back to bed. I climb back up the stairs and return to my room, pick
up my guitar, and get into bed with it. The guitar lies next to me with its head on the pillow. I run a
hand over its scarred surface, caressing the warm wood. There’s the metaphor, I think dozily,
there’s the marriage. It’s to this, this bloody thing. I lean back on the pillow with the guitar across
my chest, and strum a few gentle chords that make me dreamy. Big one tonight—you’d better
practice.… Lying back in the sheets, I run through some chord passages that are as familiar as
old friends, always there when you want them.Music and the suspension of time … I pick up a
pen at the side of the bed and write down the phrase. Time ceases to exist when you play—
collapses. … You play in … real time.… Extemporization means to play outside of time… getting
lost in the instrument, following your fingers, tracing a line of thought out onto the frets and
strings, letting it become a maze through which you wander—learning to play meanslearning to
forget yourself, to disappear into the thing you are doing. Like an act of meditation—the
instrument is a sacred space you always return to. Just practicing is enough. This has been my
touchstone since the first obsessive years as a teenager, when I would sit in my bedroom at
home and practice ten hours at a stretch, lost in the guitar.In the first year or so I learn from other
kids and the book my uncle gave me, but the great inspiration of the week is a radio program
called Guitar Club, which is on at six-thirty every Saturday night. It’s hosted with dry English
humor by Ken Sykora and features the best British guitar talent—players such as Diz Dizley, Ike
Isaacs, and Dave Goldberg. I never miss it. I listen intently and after a while I notice something
that sounds like a crying or laughing sound in the middle of solo passages. I wonder what it is
and how they do that. One day while practicing I accidentally push the B string over sideways
and then release it to its correct position on the fret, and I hear the string make the crying sound
I’ve heard on the radio and I almost fall on the floor. I have just played my first blues note! After
that, I can’t wipe the smirk from my face as I bend the strings when I am around other kids with
guitars. Most of the guitarists on Guitar Club are jazz players whose playing—typical of the time
— comes out of Charlie Christian and bebop, and I am knocked out by the effortless way they rip
out solos. My fourteen-year-old response to this is from the gut; I have to get this stuff, no matter
what it takes. This is the path to the stars. Most of my friends are content to get the hang of a few
Shadows tunes, but I take the high road, sit on the edge of my bed, and struggle into the
night.On Sunday afternoon at two o’clock there’s a TV show with vocalists, big-band numbers,
and various soloists. One is the guitarist Dave Goldberg, and munching on a Birds Eye fish
finger, I wait for his solo spot when I can watch his fingers dance across the pearloid double
parallelograms of his Gibson ES 175. My mum usually stands there with a huge pile of ironing,
murmuring little pieces of encouragement like “You’ll be able to do that one day, love—just keep
practicing,” and then runs the iron down my cotton shirtsleeve as if heating it up for my future.I
spend hours in my bedroom hunched obsessively over my guitar, trying to sound like the records
that I play over and over. Sometimes I think aboutgirls and feel faint as I drown in a fantasy of
women and music, and then I feel like a prisoner. I meet a kid named Mike, who plays guitar and
also likes jazz. He invites me over to his house and we listen to his one Tal Farlow record



together. He points out things to me about the guitarist’s phrasing, and it thrills me to have found
someone who is as excited as I am about this music. We turn up at each other’s house with our
guitars and practice together, swapping licks and trying to accompany each other on “Autumn
Leaves” or “All the Things You Are,” although we haven’t really got the chords figured out. And we
don’t have the deep swing feel yet, so it doesn’t sound like much. But we love it anyway and
enjoy talking and studying the pictures on the back of our few records: cool Americans with
great-looking guitars, dark suits, and button-down collars. We want to be like that, play like that,
dress like that, and maybe this is the first inkling of what will later be called Mod.Slowly I build my
collection of LPs until I have a grand total of eight. They sit on the windowsill beneath damask
curtains, and I stare at them and feel like a king. Holding my breath, I pull the precious fuliginous
object from the sleeve, check it for imperfections, flick at it with my sleeve, and then lower it into
place on the spindle that rises like a miniature cathedral from the center of the player. I set the
volume and then gently lower the tone arm into place and nervously find the passage by
dropping the stylus point into the black until I find it, carefully noting its distance from the
perimeter of the disc so that I can find it again. I sit on the floor by the fireplace of my bedroom,
playing them at 16 revs per minute instead of the prescribed 33]/3. Now I learn the solo by
repeatedly dropping the needle into this spot, trying to match my notes to the player’s. The disc
spins like a black sun below me, and out comes the solo, a full octave below the speed at which
it was recorded. Sometimes, if it is a slower passage, it sounds like a wolf howling into the night
and I imagine the player drunk and staggering down a dark street.This playing of LPs at half
speed is a fairly common practice at the time, and if you want to learn the fancy stuff, this is how
you do it. But I get better at it, become more adept at copying the phrasing and the flow of the
musicians I am listening to. Sometimes it is beyond me, I can’t always hear the intervals. I make
mistakes, become frustrated but gradually get faster andbegin to recognize patterns, grasp the
vocabulary, and get the lick that always works over a minor seventh chord.The neck of the guitar
becomes a territory of chords, melodic lines, shapes, and colors, and the grid of strings and frets
fills my head as if from a dream. I talk with others; we are all after the same thing: the flow, the
cascade, the ripple and stream, the notes that rise like highlights over the burnt umber harmony
below, the jazz improviser’s swerving, reacting, parrying, and dancing lead. His ability—like an
actor—to be sad, jubilant, poignant, and earthy. The Taoists described the act of meditation as
facing an unsculpted block of time, and the musician as he extemporises creates a dream, a
suspended state, a place that has slipped from the grasp of the ordinary; at the end of a good
solo with the last phrase appearing as the final blossom of the first, the audience seems to wake
as if from a trance.The sessions with guitars and records become almost a sacred state, the
dark whirling records like mandalas—the repeated solos, mantras running through my head like
a distant train. I become reclusive and private about my practice session and add to the isolation
by creating a barrier around my record player out of a couch, an armchair, and a reangling of my
bed. My room looks strange, as if the furniture’s been arranged by a madman, but I climb across
my bed and down into my magic circle and sit for several hours with guitar and LPs, lost in



surrender to this world.Most of what I learn about jazz comes from my own rabid curiosity and
whatever I can pick up by ear. But a friend tells me about a hard-to-find record shop in the center
of town that sells American jazz imports, and I go looking for it that weekend. I find it buried at
the end of an alley between Woolworth’s back entrance and the British Home Stores. I stand
outside and gaze at the window, which displays sleeves with pictures of men as they raise
saxophones, hunch over a double bass, or lean back from a snare drum with whirling hands.
This is real jazz. It seems beyond reach; what hope would I have of ever getting to understand
this world? I don’t recognize any of the names, and it hits me like a scary alien planet.I take a
deep breath and push open the door, which makes a loud chiming sound and blows my
invisibility, making me even more nervous. Stepping down into the shop—which has the dank
atmosphere of an old wine cellar—I get a strange feeling in the pit of my stomach. This cave is
filled from floor to ceiling with racks of American records: Blue Note, Riverside, Columbia,
Contemporary Jazz Masters. There is no one in the shop except a small dark-haired man with
olive skin who stands behind the counter, smoking a cigarette and exuding power. I look over at
him and he appears enormous. He looks up, grunts, and then looks back down at an album he is
holding.This dingy hole is filled with everything I aspire to. Feeling like a thief, I start thumbing
through the racks quietly, taking in the names, the faces, the song titles. Another man comes into
the shop and goes over to the counter. I overhear their conversation as they smoke and talk with
small world-weary laughs and references that I don’t get. But I get the owner’s name—Lenny—
and begin returning to the shop every weekend. I don’t have the money to buy anything, but I
read the sleeves and try to take in the ambience. He sells only jazz albums, and it’s as if he is
giving up something from his personal collection when with an attitude of “are you worthy?” he
lets someone walk out with an LP.He seems remote, cynical, and I think he doesn’t like me; I buy
nothing and I know nothing. I feel anxious about Lenny, hoping that maybe he will become
friendly, tell me something, share a joke with me. I finger my way through the racks of Cannonball
Adderly, John Coltrane, and Miles Davis albums and furtively stare across the shop to where he
stands like a priest at the altar, engaged in a sardonic conversation with one of his friends, who
all seem to supplicate in front of him. As an expert on the subject of my desire, he wields an
emotional power over me even though we have never exchanged a word. But one afternoon I
approach the cash register and he leans across the counter, takes a long drag on his cigarette,
blows a smoke ring toward the first rack, looks out through the window and says, “So, you like
jazz.”I start talking with Lenny and nervously tell him what I know—not much— but that I really
love it, and how can I learn? I explain that I am a guitarist, or would like to be one anyway. He
nods and pulls a few records from the racks. Wes Montgomery, Jimmy Raney, Barney Kessel,
Tal Farlow. Then he holds up a Blue Note LP and taps it, saying, “This one is great—just got it.”
It’s Kenny Burrell’s On View at the Five Spot Cafe, with Art Blakey on drums.I leave that
afternoon, my heart pounding with a strange mixture of relief and commitment, as if I’ve just
been allowed into the priesthood. I can’t wait to play the album, and when I get home and finally
get it onto the turntable, it puts me in a trance and I play it over and over. I love Burrell’s dark



wine-stained sound and the atmosphere of this album, with its sound of low murmuring voices,
clinking glasses, and laughter somehow conveying the impression of the jazz life, the living
reality. I feel as if it is me right there on the stage, guitar in hand, moodily playing to the darkness
of a small club in lower Manhattan. No doubt I romanticize it heavily, but the ambience of the
club and the liquid voice of the guitar represent some kind of nirvana to me.I decide to learn
Kenny’s solo on “Lover Man”—one of the best jazz guitar solos ever recorded—but he plays it in
g minor, which takes me a while to understand. But eventually—as I work from a tattered piece
of red-colored sheet music with a picture of Billie Holiday on the cover—I am able to transpose it
from d minor and note by note learn to play it like a song on its own.BRIDGEHAMPTON,
AUGUST 18, 1983I play a few more chords. My left hand drifts into a c# minor chord that I play
with open E and B strings. I have been playing this configuration constantly over the past few
weeks, making a new composition out of it as I hear a top line of a pretty descending chromatic
melody. This c# minor area manages to sound both minor and major at the same time as it
relates to E major and A major, both big guitar-friendly keys. I stop for a second and move to the
fifth fret and the central position on the guitar neck. D minor and another set of feelings and
constellations appear. This key is darker and brings to mind Django, the sound of a clarinet, rain
forming deep puddles under my window, and my dad cursing as the roses get beaten into the
dirt.Lenny and I become more friendly and he begins to broaden my listening beyond the guitar.
He gives me a heavily discounted price on albums, and after a while I have a collection of Monk,
Coltrane, Miles, Sonny Rollins, and Ornette Coleman. I listen intently in an effort to have a view
of jazz beyond the guitar. Lenny pushes my appreciation further when he gives me an album
called The Thelonius Monk Orchestra at the Town Hall a live recording of Thelonius Monk with a
big band. As I listen to this LP, Monk’s compositions and asymmetrical magic hit me like a
revelation. I report back to Lenny, who is pleased that I “got” it and then tells me that Monk is
coming to England in a few months.Pop isn’t rock yet, and like the nineteenth century turning
into the twentieth, music hasn’t reached the creative self-conscious stage where it will have
edge, artiness, and expression with lyrics rooted in poetry and the hallucinatory ramblings of
Bob Dylan. And as I struggle with the guitar in the first two or three years of playing, it is not pop
that calls to me but the darker precipice of American music, with its blue underworld, edgy solos,
loose drums, and dark-throated bass. I want to play the real outsider music—jazz. British pop
and British culture at this stage are about as much fun as a Mcvities biscuit. We have Helen
Shapiro, Alma Cogan, and the Beverley Sisters. They have Elvis, Little Richard, Chuck Berry,
Link Wray, Lonnie Mack, Ray Charles, James Brown, Muddy Waters, Bo Diddley, Miles,
Coltrane, and Monk. The words rock and star haven’t cojoined yet, and you don’t aspire to rock
(because it doesn’t exist), but you do effect a lip-curling insouciance, imagine blowing a smoke
ring, calling girls “chicks,” whistling a Miles solo. Rock music, guitars, and youth culure will
eventually infiltrate everything, even the sacred ground of such luminaries as Miles Davis, and
will shape the course that jazz takes in the late sixties and seventies.Under Lenny’s guidance, I
continue to expand and add horn players and pianists to my listening: Bill Evans, Horace Silver,



Clifford Brown, Hank Mobley. I begin reading Really the Blues by Mezz Mezzrow and Louis
Armstrong’s autobiography. I begin to feel more immersed in this jazz thing and I stare into my
bedroom mirror, seeing the guy on the record sleeve, the cat in a dark suit, the man. Sometimes
this vision fades and all I see is a boy with tousled hair, freckles, and a red-and-yellow school tie,
and then I’m overcome with panic as my self-confidence hits the floor. But slowly my courage
grows and I form opinions. Although I still like Cliff Richard and the Shadows, Kind of Blue and
“Goodbye Pork Pie Hat” make “We’re All Going on a Summer Holiday” seem like a piece of
fluff.Lying on a towel in the hot sand of Bournemouth Beach, with the high-summer melange of
ice cream, candy floss, sunburned skin, and the petroleum fumes of Nivea cream crowding in, I
see another world, a place where things are broken, bittersweet—the lipstick smudge on the rim
of the cup, the woman gone, a smoky blue drift in a cheap room, the croon of a tenor sax. I get
up from the sand, vaguely thinking I want a Cornish mivvi, and begin picking my way through the
thicket of red sunburned legs toward the water’s edge. As I kick through the feeble waves that fall
on the hot grit between my toes, my head is filled with the sad and beautiful vision of this other
life: its drift from the brothels of New Orleans to the streets of New York, its high priests—
Armstrong, Ellington, Parker, Miles, and Coltrane—the words I don’t understand, reefer, horse
junk, ofay, Jim Crow, hoochie coochie.And then I notice a girl lying in the sand with two friends.
Her name is Jenna; she goes to my school and she’s in a tight blue bathing costume that’s
glistening and wet from a dip in the sea. I stare at her breasts swelling over the top of her
costume. She looks like a woman, a flame bursts to life inside me, and my head feels hot. With
my pulse thudding like an African drum, I go over to her. “Hi,” I say. She turns away from her
friends for a second and squints up at me. “Oh, hi,” she says. I notice that there’s a fly on her
nose but that she doesn’t flick it away. I wonder if the fly knows how lucky he is. I offer a small
penguinlike wave and limp off.“Moose the Mooche,” “Sippin’ at Bells,” “Klact-Oveeseds-Tene,”
Jenna’s breasts, mouths, legs, junkies, powder, horn solos, and zoot suits, Birdland, Manhattan,
the stink of seaweed, the din of screaming gulls, and an aching lust pour into me like cider. I
laugh like a parrot at the rusting girders of the pier as if sharing a joke with them and then,
confused and sighing with desire for jazz and Jenna, I struggle past the Punch-and-Judy show,
through the thicket of deck chairs, the screaming babies, and the snoring dads with
handkerchiefs on their heads and buy a Lyons Maid choc ice and a can of Tango.At home, after
practicing, I lie on the eiderdown, my old Spanish guitar lying across my chest, and mentally
project a movie onto the plastered ceiling. There it is—flickering like a black-and-white Sennett
film. A shadowy figure with the guitar that sings a phrase like the low moan of midnight and a
thousand cigarettes out into the cinder blue ambience of the Five Spot. Jenna is sitting there,
waiting, dressed in a sexy low-cut dress, her mouth like a scarlet flower—she exudes the scent
of roses. After the second set I take her out. We go downtown to a little Italian restaurant—they
know me here—wesit in the corner, drink red wine, touch under the table, the night ahead
swollen with desire.…I still have to do my homework but I pick up Really the Blues and my eyes
flicker along the passage about Mezzrow’s jail sentence and how he, a white Jew, passes



himself off as black—the words are getting fuzzy… my eyes are ruined.BRIDGEHAMPTON,
AUGUST 18, 1983Ten-thirty A.M. Finding it hard to sleep, I reach over the side of the bed into
my travel bag for my cassette player and think, Well, yeah, didn’t work out quite like that, but
still… I am looking for a tape of the great Brazilian guitarist Luiz Bonfá, thinking that I’ll relax and
listen to some music. In the jumble of my traveling bag, with its tapes, headphones, cassette
player, paperbacks, notebooks, and a half-chewed apple, I can’t find it, so I lean back and, half
asleep, play through a solo version of “Manhã de Carnaval,” a song I first heard at sixteen in the
underbelly of the Continental cinema.The Continental is a place where, in an atmosphere
reeking of stale cigarettes, ice cream, and sperm, you can vicariously experience the world out
there. The specialty of this cinema is the double and triple Xers, films such as And God Created
Woman with Brigitte Bardot, which would have us all sitting in the front row, gazing upward with
lust at her tiny waist and swelling breasts as she writhes through yet another sultry melodrama.
Or, as if correcting a moral imbalance, films about the perils of venereal disease or smoking
marijuana, providing us with an educational double message. It’s as if the programs at the
Continental place a fabulous cake on the table with a small warning that it contains strychnine.
But one film that transcends all this and knocks me for six is Black Orpheus.Set in Rio de
Janeiro, the film is a reworking of the Orpheus myth with an all-black cast and fantastic music by
Luiz Bonfá. The haunting melody of “Manhá de Carnaval,” the exotic sun-drenched vistas of Rio,
and the sheer physicality of it all fill me with a wave of desire, a sun-, sex-, and music-filled world
that comes at me like a Brazilian Shangri-la. Naturally, I miss the irony: the poor black folks from
the favelas who are able to forget the grinding poverty and violence of their lives with a song. But
in the dark of the Continental, with its Chinese lanterns and odor of seedy loneliness, I am
transported. Bonfá’s exquisite melodic line and harmonies cut like a knife through my teenage
emotions and shower sunlight like a beam of truth across the rows of grubby seats. Years later I
will manifest this dream by playing many concerts in Brazil and finally performing this song on
the beach in Copacabana one night to a large crowd of swaying brasileiros.Although I love them
and they have the effect of reinforcing or shaping my idea of the world, films do not threaten my
pact with the guitar. When my hands are on the strings and the flow begins to happen, all is well
and I intuit that this is how I will make my way. I start sending away for guitar catalogs and
breathlessly wait for their arrival, when I greedily rip open the envelopes and lie on my bed for
hours, drooling over the black-and-white photographs of Hofner Senator, Committee, and
President guitars. New terms enter my head: lustrous sunbrust finishes, resonating tailpieces,
ivoroid tuners, spruce soundboards, and split backs. I lay in bed at night with visions of these
desirable instruments drifting through my fevered imagination. The concept of a rock star isn’t on
the map yet. There is no rock scene, no MTV, no possibility of being able to retire world-famous
at twenty-five or have your face on a T-shirt; the only thing you have is trying to get good on your
guitar. That is the target. There are Cliff Richards and other hip-shaking rebels, but if you can
learn to play, maybe you will get in the band at the local Locarno—and this lowly idea is enough
to sustain the endless hours of practice.My best friend around this time is another guitarist by



the name of Dave Wilson, an intelligent dark-haired boy with looks that most women can’t resist.
Dave plays classical guitar and also knows some flamenco. In addition to incessantly swapping
guitar licks, we read the same books in tandem, discuss them at length, and become an
opinionated guitar/book club of two. After a while we develop our own view: generally a sneering
attitude to anything that we consider a part of the straight world, mostly received from the nasty
books we read together. We increase our knowledge of cutting-edge culture by going to see
foreign films directed by Godard, Truffaut, and Antonioni. We go see Last Year at Marienbad;
with its multiple editing, layering of time, flashback and flash-forward sequences, it is just
confusing. But we walk out sagely nodding at each other as if in deep understanding, both afraid
to admit that we don’t have a clue as to what the hell it was all about. Pretending to a deep
knowledge of sex and women, we speak in terms that would make Casanova pale, but the truth
is that neither of us has probably got much beyond twanging a tight bra strap or an end-of-party
knee trembler. Women are still a far-off mystery.Sometimes we go to a Spanish wine bar.
Although we are too young to get a drink, we can get an orangeade and listen to the resident
flamenco guitarist. Eventually we work up the courage to speak to the guitarist (who is friendly),
and he tells us a little bit about the compass of flamenco and the names of some of the rhythms:
bulerías, seguiriyas, and soleares. It all sounds exotic and weird to me, but I make a mental note
to revisit this kind of guitar playing in the future. He plays a couple of pieces by Villa-Lobos and
tells us it’s classical guitar from Brazil. The angularity of the lines and the exotic harmony excite
me; it isn’t jazz, but it gets to me and I tuck it away for future investigation.One summer we
hitchhike down the French coast and into San Sebastian, just across the Spanish border. We
sleep in fields and then grab whatever lifts we can the next morning. One of the better rides we
get is with a French priest who regales us the whole way with tales of how he became a priest to
avoid going into the army. We arrive in San Sebastian at around ten at night with nowhere to
stay, but luckily a local police officer takes pity on us and shows us to a small pension in the
middle of town. The landlady, whom we only know as the señora, has one room available with
two beds, so we grab it. It also turns out that she has two beautiful daughters, and we
immediately began fantasizing about them, goading each other on to new erotic delusions.We
wander around San Sebastian for a few days and sit on the beach with our books by
Kierkegaard and Camus while we fry in the Spanish sun and starve because we have close to
no money; existential life is alright as long as you can eat. But the señora feels sorry for us and
murmurs, “Delgado, delgado” when she sees us in the house. Eventually we start to eat with the
family, the señora realizing that probably the only way we are going to get food is if she invited us
to sit down with them in the evening. Being Spain, dinner doesn’t happen until about ten o’clock
at night, by which time we are hallucinatingwith hunger. All Dave and I are eating at this point are
oranges washed down with water.We eat in the kitchen at a big table. The father sits at one end
and apart from a “buenas noches” is silent. He works in the local fish market and has a scar over
his right eyebrow and curiously red cheeks. We sit opposite Isabella and Graciella, the two
daughters, which is unsettling: they are about sixteen and eighteen years of age, a couple of



Spanish sex bombs. They say almost nothing because they are shy and don’t speak English, but
they smile a lot. Maybe it’s just in my head, but there is a feeling in the sultry kitchen air of
electric sexuality. The heat of the summer night seems to be in collusion with their bare brown
arms and legs, their vermillion lips and pink flicking tongues, until it seems as if fire is emanating
from their bodies, and this combines with the Rioja to produce a feeling of suffocation and
clothes that feel too tight, and the hot little kitchen and checkered tablecloth spin before me.At
seventeen there is only one thing on our minds and it’s there, inches away. I think the señora,
who has a Mona Lisa smile wreathed across her craggy face, is enjoying this moment, feeding
us with one hand and putting us through the most exquisite torture with the other, like a witch
cooking two shrimps in her cauldron.In the middle of the table sits a large bowl of pears,
pomegranates, and grapes. Luscious and ripe, they seem to mock us with their echo of the
young females. When Isabella, the younger sister, proffers the bowl and my hand touches hers,
it feels as though an electric eel has just dived into my body.The kitchen, with its strong, soulful
aroma of garlic and olive oil, has the effect of igniting our salivary glands to the point of liquidity.
And as the señora serves us a bowl of steaming meat and vegetables along with dark bread and
Manchego cheese and olive oil, we eat like wolves. She leans over the table and pours two more
glasses of Rioja and with a raised eyebrow murmurs, “¿Vino?”and although we aren’t really used
to it, we don’t argue. Above the center of the table hangs a small lamp with a shade constructed
out of an old mantilla shawl with pictures of flamenco dancers. It seems incongruous in the
small, hot confines of the kitchen but gives a subdued ambient light, casting shadows on the
wall that are reminiscent of a Goya. On the wall opposite, next to a small painting of the Virgin, is
a San Sebastianbullfight poster from a few years earlier, and suspended from a nail next to it, an
ancient-looking guitar with one string missing.I think we both have the same thought of asking to
take down the guitar to play it and impress the girls, but we are too busy stuffing our faces. At the
end of dinner the señora smiles at us and says, “¿Quieren helados?”and we both grin back and
say, “Sì, gracias,” then the four of us sit at the table and slurp our way through large dollops of
vanilla. Seeing Isabella and Graciella with ice cream dribbling down their chins and their tongues
licking away at the diminishing whiteness is like witnessing a Balthus painting in action. For a
moment the four of us grin at one another and experience a kind of sensual unity. It isn’t sex, but
it’s within licking distance. We can’t touch them, to do so would be to risk a knife in the back or
death by accidental drowning in San Sebastian Bay… but then again, maybe it would be worth
it.Replete with Spanish food to the point of pain, Dave and I limp off to our monk’s cell and try to
return to Jean-Paul Sartre and nothingness, with the faint hope that it will take our fevered minds
off the vision of two hot, naked females next door tossing and turning in the sultry Spanish night.
We have strong thoughts about staying in Spain and just being itinerant, but eventually we hit the
road and hitch rides back across France. Starving and hallucinating about food the whole way,
we sustain each other with dreams of the future, which for me has to contain the guitar. After two
weeks, I’m really missing it.The following summer we go to Paris.This is a different deal because
we are slightly older and have suits, which we think are what you need to wear in Paris. We arrive



at Orly in a small commercial plane and make our way to the city. Again we have nowhere to stay
but find our way to Pigalle and eventually a small boardinghouse with a landlady who is
obviously the reincarnation of Madame Defarge. This time there are no daughters, but a rather
cold atmosphere where our existence is barely acknowledged. So we amuse ourselves by
wandering around Paris and visiting the sites and desperately hoping to be picked up by two
sexy girls. No girls come our way, but we roam around Pigalle at night and watch the prostitutes
at work, many of whom are stunningly beautiful. We dare each other to go off with one of them,
but neither of us has the balls for it, so to speak, although we receive many lovely smiles from
the Sisters of Mercy as we cruise the boulevard. We are young meat and probably a better bet
than many of the old lags whom we laugh at as they form huge lines to go into one particularly
popular brothel, Vive la France.After a few days we move to the rue de la Huchette in St. Michell,
where we get a room above a jazz club called La Chat Qui Pêche. As we take up residence
upstairs above the jazz club, the cellar features the American jazz trumpet star Chet Baker. This
is in a moment of Chet’s decline; we go down to see him play, but he is playing with a French
rhythm section who just clunk along behind him with no real feeling or connection. Although I
can’t yet articulate it, I feel something coming from Chet, who appears broken but is still playing
with an undeniable and heartbreaking lyricism. He is suffering from bad drugs, bad health, and
lousy accompaniment; I’m too green to comprehend the subtext, but I have an intuition that
something is wrong.Another night when left to my own devices while Dave is off with a skinny
German girl by the name of Margueritte, I head across the river to the Right Bank and the Blue
Note Club. I stand outside and study the poster of who is playing. It’s a trio with Kenny Clarke on
drums, Jimmy Gourley on guitar, and a French organist I don’t know. I desperately want to go in
but it’s very expensive, so it’s out of the question. “Are you going in?” they ask. “No,” I say
wistfully, “haven’t got the money.” “We’ll take you,” they say, and in we go.Inside it’s dark and sexy
with a small bar at the side of the room and a postage-stamp-size stage; the musicians aren’t on
yet, so my new mentor Bill orders drinks. I ask for a beer because I think it sounds cool and
grown-up, but I would rather have a Coke. The trio comes on with a sort of world-weary
resignation and begins the set. I’m stunned, it all flows so beautifully: Jimmy Gourley seems to
melt from one pattern to another, swimming with consummate ease in the flux and whirl of
drumming and chord changes. I watch his fingers and try to fathom some kind of logic—how
does he know how to do that? He has a way of roaming all over the guitar neck that I just don’t
have yet. Of course, I have been playing only a couple of years and haven’t yet grasped that
there is a system of cliches, patterns, and scales you can learn and study that take you through
all kinds of harmonic structure. But I can taste it, feel it. It’s like an ache inside; I have to be able
to do that.To improvise, to dance across the strings with eyes closed, lost in the river of time, to
make music in the instant, to reflect like a mirror—this is the way to speak to the world, this is the
spirit eternal. Seeing Jimmy Gourley at the Blue Note is my first exposure to a great jazz guitar
improviser, and it cuts deep. After the show I wander out with my friends into the Paris night and
thank them and then, scared and on fire, begin the long walk back to our room in the Latin



Quarter.On my own and with my head back over a guitar rather than homework, I begin to feel
that if I am going to be a contender, I will have to get a better instrument—and that means
money, and that means work, and that means a newspaper route. This tedious labor begins just
as the moon fades from the icy black sky and before the rooster crows. Unfortunately, I am in the
pernicious habit of crouching over my rhubarb and custard Dansette copping licks until the wee
hours. This would be fine if I could sleep until three the following afternoon, but my mum now
gets me up at six A.M. Like a freak of nature I crawl out of bed, put my feet on an icy patch of
linoleum, and struggle into my clothes while trying to gulp down a cup of Ovaltine. At this point—
being exhausted—it would be nice to get back into bed, but instead I stagger out the front door,
with my mum calling out not to be late for school. I cycle through flooded streets, treacherous
ice, vicious dogs, and gale-force wind. With my hands seared to the handlebars and the sleety
rain howling through my woolly balaclava, the heat of the Ovaltine rapidly disappearing from my
stomach, I try to think about the guitar but realize it’s a waste of time because no doubt, my
hands, thanks to the blackening frostbite that’s now creeping over them, will have to be hacked
off at the wrists. There is not one day in which the weather is not ripping me to shreds as if I were
undergoing some preprogrammed extreme conditions test to ascertain whether or not I am
worthy of the prize. In Down Beat magazine in America, they’d call this paying your dues.Some
mornings my mum remembers to give me “something to keep you going till breakfast,” as she
calls it, and on a good day will slip into my pocket a Mars bar or a Munchy Crunch Bolero. On a
bad day it will be a Farley’s Rusk or a few Peek Freans cheeselets, which I throw to the first
Doberman that attacks. When I arrive home numb and shaking, she hasbreakfast ready: could
be Scott’s Oats porridge—always stored on the shelf next to the Omo—or Welgar shredded
wheat with a slice of apple and just a hint of Windowlene. This handsome repast is usually
washed down with lemon barley water, and then it’s either back on the bike or the long trudge to
school through the dark wood of waving willies. But the sum and reward of this mental and
physical torture is the guitar that hangs like a bright flag in an impossible
future.ThreeBRIDGEHAMPTON, AUGUST 18, 1983I look down at the guitar in my hands, this
battered old Fender Tele-caster with most of its paint scraped off and its hybrid character (due to
a Gibson humbucker replacing the original Fender neck pickup). It is with this guitar, this
mangled old thing I bought in 1972 off a kid in L.A. for two hundred dollars that I have made the
journey. I idly wonder if he has noticed that his old guitar has become an icon. I offered it back to
him after making the purchase, saying, “Are you sure? There’s something about this guitar,” but
he declined. I suppose I should have a nice shiny new guitar—I get offered one about every five
minutes now— but I love it, this old relic: it has soul. Someone once said to me that like a
woman, you get only one real guitar in your life. For me, it’s this 1961 Tele.By the approach of my
sixteenth birthday, and after a couple of years of delivering newspapers, I have worked my way
through a few guitars—a Voss, a Rogers, and a Hofner Senator—and a couple of amps: a
Watkins Dominator and a Selmer True Voice (featuring the famous Selmer filtered sound). But
finally after enduring the endless purgatory of newspaper rounds and other menial tasks—



washing up, peeling potatoes in a hotel kitchen, dog walking, selling ice cream, working as a
beachfront photographer—I have the money for a Gibson, the most iconic and desirable of all
guitars. With a pocket full of pound notes and a head full of hope, I board the train to
London.Arriving at Waterloo, I am overwhelmed by the size of the station and the grey mass of
city beyond and almost get back on the train to return to the west, but with a beating heart, I ask
a black-capped porter the way to Charing Cross Road. He leans down and says, “Toob to
Tottenham Court Road and jump aht there, aw right, Sunshine.” I thank him and wander down
the platform, having understood nothing. Eventually, and after asking many strangers, I grasp
that the tube is a train, not a thing full of toothpaste, and it’s down there—underground. And so
by getting little niblets of information, I arrive on the right train and eventually (with several
people now guiding me) manage to jump out at Tottenham Court Road and make my way south
to Selmer’s. The shop is large, impersonal, and intimidating, and I feel about as significant as a
fly on the side of Westminster Abbey. The guitars, the bored-looking salesmen, the whole
ambience, makes me as nervous as a rabbit, but hanging on the wall like an Aztec sun in all her
sunburst glory is a Gibson, an ES 175. With a pulse pounding like an African drum, I croak, “Can
I see that?” to the salesman who has diffidently asked me what I want. “You want to see ’that’
guitar?” He looks at me incredulously, as if I have just asked for a date with Rita Hayworth.
“Christ,” he mutters to himself, but reaches up and unhooks it. I try a few chords—it’s great, it’s
miraculous— and as I run my fingers over the neck it is as if angels whisper in my ear, The future
begins here. I look up at the lapels of the blue suit. “I’ll take it,” I say with a grin.On the train home
I sit churning with excitement, gripping the handle of the case; there is no way I am putting this
on an overhead rack or letting anyone get near it. Back in my bedroom I unveil my new bride in
all her honeyed splendor. Lying there in the crushed pink velvet case, she’s a perfect musical
machine. I gently remove her from her bed and stroke a few chords, gm7,C7b9, FM7#11. The
smell of new wood drifts into my senses like an ancient forest perfume, something takes wing,
and I play the intro to “Move It.”Two weeks later, on a beautiful late October day, I arrange to
meet a girl in the local park. Wanting to impress her, I decide to take the 175 along and show off
with a few chords. We sit on the bench together like Romeo and Juliet. The wind is sending a
cascade of red and brown leaves down from the trees across the grass and around the bench
where we sit, me holding the guitar. The girl, Natasha, has long blond hair, a face with a hint of
Russia, and the promise of a heartbreaking woman. She sits close to me and I feel her heat. I am
desperate to kiss her and I try to play something for her on the 175 and am so overcome that I
play badly, but she pulls a leaf from her hair and murmurs as if in assent. On an impulse I put my
arm around her and pull her toward me with closed eyes. “No,” she says, and lets out a loud
laugh and takes off across the park. I put the guitar down and take off after her into the streets
that lead to her house. She runs like a deer, and in the twilight I lose her. I run back to the park to
get my guitar and go home. But when I reach the bench, there is nothing there except a few
more leaves. She’s gone. My ES 175—disappeared. In hallucination I run my hands over the
wood of the bench. I feel sick, the guitar of my dreams lost forever. I walk home numb and



shocked and go through a tearful and wrenching scene as I explain to my parents what
happened. My dad immediately calls the local police station, and they agree to go out and look
for it.Days pass and nothing turns up. I become very quiet, stay in my room, and experience a
black depression. I stare into space and strum listlessly on the Uncle Jim Spanish, but it brings
me down even more. I lie on my bed and stare at the ceiling. Maybe it’s a first lesson: a rite of
passage, a convergence of guitars and desire—the fatal mix of frets and femme fatale—a
marker of the future. Or maybe I should just pay more attention.Meanwhile, the local
constabulary—good lads—scour field and hedgerow for the stealer of my dreams and come up
with nothing except a blank expression. But the universe turns and one day, as if a double six
has fallen on the roulette wheel, I hear my dad in the hallway talking into the huge black rotary
thing that he calls a telephone. “Yes, I see… oh, well, hmm… yes, of course, I’ll tell him.” It
doesn’t sound too good. There’s a knock on my bedroom door as I morosely play. My dad frowns
and does his best CaptainBligh imitation, but he can’t keep it up—he starts grinning and says,
“The bastards are going to cough up.” I let out a moan and roll off the bed in a mock epileptic fit.
He smiles and quietly closes the door; whether it’s relief or madness, I don’t know, but I stand in
front of my small pile of LPs, touch them, and then begin laughing as tears roll down my cheeks.
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RoosterCogburn, “A Fast Read & Worth Your Time!. I grew up listening to the Police, and saw
them in Las Vegas about eight years ago. What a great show! If you love U2 and their "signature
sound," you owe it to yourself to get to know The Police because so much of that started
here.Anyway, this was a very fast read and quite enjoyable. Summers takes a honest and
humble approach to telling his own story, which is often lacking in the autobiographies of rock
stars (take Sting's book, for example). I found his descriptions of being a kid/adolescent in
postwar England to be laugh out loud funny in many places.It was also refreshing to read not
only about the struggles and difficulties The Police had finding their voice in a late-1970's world
enamored with disco and punk rock, but to read about Summers' angst and heartache as fame
took a huge toll on his family life.Summers definitely has a knack for writing, and this book is a
worthwhile read.”

Charles Platt, “Accurate and, at times, eloquent. This is the most evocative book that I've read,
about becoming a rock musician in the sixties and eventually finding major success. I used to
listen to Andy Summers in London, when he was playing in Zoot Money's Big Roll Band in 1966.
The scene that I remember is exactly the way Summers describes it. By chance, years later, I
happened to be in CBGB in New York City when three struggling musicians hauled their own
equipment in, still with Laker Skytrain baggage tags attached. This was the first performance in
the United States by a band calling itself The Police, and Summers describes that scene exactly
as I remember it, too.Along the way he went through some seriously hard times, broke and alone
in Los Angeles as the whole hippie ethos fell apart. He is equally frank about his poverty and the
indulgences and excess that preceded it and followed it.This book isn't just a series of events
and anecdotes. It is wonderfully, refreshingly serious about music.It is also extremely well
written, in a way suggesting that Summers wrote it himself. Really a remarkable piece of work.”

A reader, “Fans of The Police, as well as all guitarists will love this book!. Well written (perhaps
too well at times). “Just the facts, less simile” is sometimes a better approach with
autobiographical info. But overall, the amazingly talented guitarist from The Police tells his story,
as well that of the group extremely well. Personally... Stewart’s drumming first caught my ear,
and Sting’s songwriting kept me coming back for more, but it was/is Andy’s guitar... an ethereal,
transcendental sound that resonated with my soul, and still does. It was (and is) like nothing
else I’d heard before. This book should be required reading for all aspiring guitarists, as well as
for everyone who somehow knew that The Police were an amazing musical juggernaut, and that
this music was made possible by one of the most talented guitarists of our time.”

M J Heilbron Jr., “A Zelig-like, hysterically funny journey through modern popular culture!. I could
NOT have enjoyed this book more!Andy Summers proves to be a terrific writer. The book follows
his life from childhood to the break-up of the Police.I found myself laughing out loud often while



reading this memoir. He's genuinely funny; describing a boxing match in which he was forced to
participate in grade school, he comments that his loutish opponent burst from his corner towards
him like "a dog with his tail on fire."During a sojourn through Spain while still a teenager, he
recounts a dinner where he and a friend are guests of a kind Spanish family, with two beautiful
daughters there to tempt them. At the table, he says the mother enjoyed torturing them (by sitting
them across from the two goddesses but preventing any sort of contact) "like a witch cooking
two shrimps in her cauldron."He's self-deprecating, witty and vivid with his descriptions of life in
England, life on the road, observations on human behavior.He's merciless in commenting on his
own shortcomings, especially with his wife and with drug use. There are passages that are
acutely painful, like how he let his family down while seduced by the life of a rock star.On the
other hand, I will never forget his description of what it is like to urinate while on LSD. I laughed
so hard I had to put the book down.I was continually surprised to see how he floated through
popular culture, Zelig-like, for decades. The tale of the 1959 Les Paul Sunburst, Eric Clapton and
the first Cream album will have you slack-jawed. Not only are there several episodes involving
Clapton (and how he fits into rock history as a central figure), but Summers encounters people
like Hendrix, places like NYC and LA, the psychedelic era, prog-rock...I had no idea he was such
good friends with John Belushi! He captures Belushi wonderfully.The birth of the Police is
fascinating. Being one of the biggest Police fans ever, this was the initial reason for buying the
book, being in The Police is a thread laced throughout the whole book.You know they're gonna
be huge, and then break up. It all happens with such inevitability, like some Shakespearean
tragedy.The image of the three guys pushing a dead van over a bridge in Paris is a riot, and the
subsequent genesis of the song, "Roxanne" (and hence, the whole Police sound) is almost fairy-
tale in it's construction.Seriously, I feel like starting all over and reading this book one more
time...there are SO many great passages, SO well written! His love of music...the appreciation
for musical theory and talent...is infectious. You will want to learn how to play guitar after finishing
this book.The story of the Police plays out like the arc of a flare, burning impossibly bright for a
few moments, sailing high, and then at it's apogee, it burns out. Disappeared.The epilogue is
most hopeful...both personally and professionally. It seems with the Police reunion this year, Mr.
Summers may have done what he wanted...to give us Police fans a proper farewell.Just buy this
book...it's perfect for beach reading, perfect for ANY music fan, terrific for anyone who can
appreciate good storytelling...”

Wendy Boatcomesin, “Best rock biog by far. Hugely enjoyable and well written. As a teen, I used
to head to London at every opportunity to see bands like the Artwoods, Gary Farr and the T
Bones, the Pretty Things, Yardbirds, Hendrix, Floyd, etc. One of the best was Zoot Money's Big
Roll Band with Andy (at that time spelt) Somers on guitar. He made all the difference to the
Police, his inventive and melodic playing transforming songs like Message in a bottle and very
ordinary ditties like Every step you take. Not really fair that he presumably received no dosh
when Andy's riff from the latter song was sampled, royalties instead going to writer Sting who I



wouldn't have thought was one to share nicely.”

MS, “A must for Police fans!. A must for Police fans. He truly is, as well as being a fantastic,
inventive guitarist, a natural writer. If you ever had a yearning to be a rock star, you’ll read about
the dream and the nightmare, portrayed with honest, entertaining realism. I enjoyed this so
much. Didn’t want it to end...”

Juan Sheet, “Where are all the photos Andy?. Although not a huge fan of The Police,as a
guitarist myself I'd always liked some of the sounds Andy Summers could get from the
instrument that differed from the usual rock/pop cliches.Also,as someone born in 1942,his
apprenticeship started at the dawn of the rock/pop era so he is also a real voice of
experience.On the whole,it's a decent read.What I like about Summers is that the entire
motivation for his career is simply a love of music rather than money/fame/women(these would
arrive eventually)and when you read his descriptions of the crappy venues,filthy digs and
occasionally hand-to-mouth existence,I for one wouldn't begrudge him the odd groupie or 3!
Here is someone who has paid his dues several times over and kept going when many
wouldn't.The book is written with refreshing honesty and a fair bit of humour..his description of a
post Police gig in Slovenia in the early 90's is both funny and disturbing in equal measure(ditch
that agent mate!).The one thing that lets it down for me is the absence of any decent
photographs.As Andy was/is an enthusiastic lensman,I assumed that there would be plenty of
pics from down the years but all we get is the odd fuzzy black and white print scattered sparcely
through the book which is a shame.Just one last observation..at the point where his marriage
breaks up amidst the sex/drugs/rock n'roll cliches,it's worth mentioning that Andy Summers was
touching 40 years old..not exactly a spring chicken!But the phrase 'old enogth to know better'
doesn't often apply to the music biz.If someone is chucking chemicals into themselves and
screwing around at that age then they don't deserve a missus so his words of woe over his
divorce ring hollow to these ears..the fact she took him back is maybe a last pay-off for all those
fart filled nights travelling in a crappy van to those awful gigs!Feel lucky Andy...”

BD, “From Bournemouth to LA and back again.... This book by Andy Summers is quite simply an
amazing and engrossing book. I honestly couldn't put it down, taking it everywhere with me just
in case I could grab a few minutes to read some more. It is a long time since any book I have
bought or borrowed has had me hooked to that degree.This account by Andy has all the details
of a gripping account of rock and roll life and is far from a `then I did this, then I did that' style of
book, which many memoirs and autobiographies can have. The construction is clever with the
story flicking between a `past future' moment before the legendary Police Shea Stadium gig, and
events leading up to that in 'real time' in terms of the tales being told. As with all memoirs certain
parts are of course to be taken with a pinch of salt, but I can see why this was the Mojo
magazine book of the year. There is the story of Andy selling a certain Mr Clapton a guitar which



is claimed to have partially formed Eric's legendary technique and sound. Tales of early loves
lost and later found again after the madness of the police years, the digs and rooms rented and
the experiences within, it is all there.Even as a lifelong fan of the police, I had never appreciated
just how long Andy had been a hard working musician with such legends as Zoot Money, The
Animals, Neil Sedaka and countless other tours and gigs before making it big (and boy did he!)
in the late 70's\early 80's with the Police. Having now read this book I appreciate the police's
musical output to an even greater degree. It inspired me to dig out all my old vinyl and CD's and
given them a fresh airing with fresh ears. Some of Andy's comments on the albums the Police
made also match my own thoughts. Regatta de Blanc remains my favourite too.Thanks for the
memories Andy, your music was amazing, and the book will take some beating too.”

opinionated, “A must for Police fans. I read this tome to gain some insight on AS's earlier years,
which was all there really.He was present through rock's formative years, having met many
famous figures on his way.What was quite unexpected, was the nightmare that was his eventual
success & fame.My interest in the Police years is limited, but for any Police fan, much can be
gleaned from these pages.Don't much care for the "Americanisms" that pop up now and then,
from an English viewpoint . .(ie, how we speak English this side of the pond)I found "trunk" for
"boot" quite distracting for instance, in the era before he went west,more so perhaps, because
AS himself is English.I have nothing against an American tale or two, but the "language" mix is
odd in places.A minor gripe.Overall, AS has made a fine job of surviving.Buy it and be
entertained.”

The book by Andy Summers has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 321 people have provided feedback.
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